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Abstract. Entity resolution (ER), which aims to identify whether data records from various sources refer
to the same real-world entity, is a crucial part of data integration systems. Traditional ER solutions assumes
that data records are stored in relational tables with an aligned schema. However, in practical applications,
it is common that data records to be matched may have different formats (e.g., relational, semi-structured,
or textual types). In order to support ER for data records with varying formats, Generalized Entity
Resolution has been proposed and has recently gained much attention. In this paper, we propose PromptER,
a model based on pre-trained language models that offers an efficient and effective approach to accomplish
Generalized Entity Resolution tasks. PromptER starts with a supervised contrastive learning process to
train a Transformer encoder, which is afterward used for blocking and fine-tuned for matching. Specially,
in the record embedding process, PromptER uses the proposed prompt embedding technique to better
utilized the pre-trained language model layers and avoid embedding bias. Morever, we design a novel data
augmentation method and an evaluation method to enhance the performance of the proposed model. We
conduct experiments on the Generalized Entity Resolution dataset Machamp and the results show that
PromptER significantly outperforms other state-of-art methods in the blocking and matching tasks.
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1 Introduction

Entity resolution(ER), also known as entity matching, aims to identify records from mul-
tiple data sources that refer to the same entity in the real world, which is a fundamental
problem in data integration and data cleaning [1]. ER has been widely applied in various
fields such as constructing knowledge bases, building data warehouses, and e-commerce,
thus attracting significant attention. In recent years, deep learning models, especially pre-
trained language models (PLMs) have been proposed to address the ER problem and
achieve the state-of-the art matching results among ER tasks [2–5].

Although great progress has been made in current entity resolution methods, there
are still some problems with practical applications. Most entity resolution methods [2, 6,
7] assume that the records to be matched are stored in relational tables with an aligned
schema. However, entities can be represented in various formats. As shown in Figure 1,
for paper matching, paper metadata may be stored in relational tables or semi-structured
JSON files, while paper descriptions (e.g., abstract) are textual data. When the data
schema heterogeneity is severe, it is not practical to unify their schemas since we need a
potentially expensive schema matching in the pre-processing step.

To support more application scenarios, based on the setting and datasets of Machamp
[8], we focus on the research of generalized entity resolution between heterogeneous data.
The existing methods designed for generalized entity resolution are mostly based on PLMs,
and these methods need to be further improved in the following two aspects:
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Fig. 1. An example of generalized entity resolution.

The conflict between efficiency and effectiveness: The entity resolution models
based on PLMs can be divided into two categories regarding representation learning: in-
dependent or interdependent representation [9]. Interdependent representation models [2,
3, 10, 11] have a deep interaction between pairs of records through attention mechanisms,
resulting in better matching quality. Despite being effective, interdependent representa-
tion models come with a poor scalability for the quadratic searching space of record pairs,
thus need additional blocking steps. Independent representation models [12–14] employ a
representation-then-comparison scheme, wherein each record is first encoded into a repre-
sentation, which is then compared using a learnable classifier. Independent representation
models can integrate blocking techniques such as nearest neighbor search and local sensi-
tive hash to effectively reduce the searching space. Albeit being able to reduce time cost,
independent representation models suffer from substantial performance declines comparing
to interdependent models, due to lack of fine-grained comparison between records. Ideally,
we want a model can be used for blocking while achieving high matching performance.

The gap between pre-training and fine-tuning: Although methods based on
PLMs have achieved impressive results in entity resolution tasks, recent research [15, 16]
shows that the gap between the objectives of pre-training and fine-tuning, which restricts
the full utilization of knowledge in pre-trained language models. Taking the fine-tuning
process of PLMs on entity resolution tasks as an example, the pretraining is formalized
as a fill-in-the-blanks task to predict mask words, while the fine-tuning is using the [CLS]
embedding incorporating with classification layers to do match or mismatch decision.
Further studies [17, 18] have also shown that using the [CLS] token embedding of PLMs is
a suboptimal choice, as it suffers from embedding bias issues. They present that the [CLS]
embedding of records in the feature space is very close, regardless of whether the records
refer to the same entity or not. This is undesirable for entity resolution since it creates
difficulties in distinguishing between matching and non-matching records.
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To improve entity resolution in the above two aspects, we propose a novel model called
PromptER, which using contrastive learning and prompt representation to enhance the
independent representation model. Our model can be applied for both matching and block-
ing, and it solves the problem of poor matching performance in traditional independent
representation methods. Our model starts with contrastive pre-training to minimize the
distances between the representations of the same entity and maximizes the distances of
different entity. The pretrained embedding model is then utilized to convert records into
representations, which are used for downstream blocking and matching tasks. Motivated by
the prompt-tuning techniques [15], which has reformulated NLP tasks as fill-in-the-blanks
problems to bridge the gap of objective forms between pre-training and fine-tuning, we
propose a prompt-based method by using the template to obtain the record representa-
tions. Prompt-based method can utilize the original PLM layers and avoid embedding
bias. The experiments show that our proposed method achieves comparable performance
to interdependent representation models on matching tasks, while also exhibiting excellent
performance on blocking tasks.

Contribution: In summary, the contributions of this paper are:

– We present PromptER, a model that can address both matching and blocking tasks in
generalized entity resolution and outperforms state-of-the-art models on both tasks.

– For records representation, we propose the prompt embedding method to tackle previ-
ous embedding bias problem. For contrastive pretraining, we introduce a prompt-based
data augmentation method and a novel evaluation method. The prompt-based data
augmentation method avoids distort to original input and further improves the per-
formance. The evaluation method reduces extra pretraining time consumption and
prevents overfitting.

– We conduct a series of ablation experiments to further demonstrate the effectiveness
of prompt embedding on different PLMs, as well as its impact on records embedding
similarity distribution and pretraining convergence speed.

2 RELATED WORK

Entity resolution: Entity resolution is a process that is typically divided into two steps:
blocking and matching [19]. The blocking step groups similar records into clusters to reduce
the computational cost of entity resolution, while the matching step involves comparing
records within the same cluster to determine whether they match. In recent years, deep
learning-based methods have achieved the best results in both blocking (e.g., [13, 20, 21])
and matching tasks (e.g., [2, 6, 22]). However, these methods only consider one of the two
steps, requiring the design and training of separate models for each step in the entity
resolution process, resulting in additional labor and training time. Although independent
representation models can somewhat alleviate this issue, their performance is relatively
poor due to the lack of detailed comparison between record pairs. Therefore, there is a
need for a unified model that can handle both blocking and matching tasks simultaneously
and achieve good performance on both.

Contrastive learning: Contrastive learning is a technique in deep learning that aims
to learn representations of data by contrasting similar and dissimilar pairs [23]. The idea
is to create a representation space in which similar examples are mapped to nearby points,
while dissimilar examples are mapped to faraway points. The contrastive learning method
has achieved great success in natural language processing tasks such as information re-
trieval and semantic matching. SupCon [12] first introduced contrastive pre-training in
entity resolution, greatly improving the matching performance. Supervised contrastive
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learning still faces some challenges, including embedding bias [17] and learned represen-
tation robustness. PromptER applies prompt embedding to reduce embedding bias and
source-aware sampling to increase the robustness of the learned embeddings.

Prompt tuning: Prompt tuning is a new paradigm proposed in the field of natu-
ral language processing, which changes the traditional pretraining-fine-tuning mode to
a pretraining-prompt tuning mode [15]. By constructing prompt templates, downstream
tasks can be transformed into fill-in-the-blank forms of upstream tasks, which can more
effectively utilize the original network structure of PLM and the prior knowledge obtained
from pretraining. PromptEM [10] is the first work that applies prompt tuning for entity
resolution tasks and performs well under low-resource and sufficient resource settings. Re-
cently, some work also adopted the prompt-based method to eliminate embedding bias in
PLMs [24], which can also be used to improve the embedding quality of records in entity
resolution tasks.

3 PRELIMINARIES

This section provides a formal definition of generalized entity resolution problem and
introduces the serializing method for this problem.

3.1 Problem Formulation

Entity resolution is to identify records across multiple data sources that correspond to the
same real-world entity. In order to extend entity matching to more practical scenarios,
Machamp [8] proposes a new research problem called generalized entity matching. Gen-
eralized entity matching can support matching between various data formats including
relational, semi-structural, or textual types. In this paper, we formally define the blocking
and matching tasks of generalized entity matching as follows:

Definition 1 (Blocking). Given two structured, semi-structured, or unstructured data
sources EA ≜ [x1, · · · , xn] and EB ≜ [x1, · · · , xm] with n and m records, blocking outputs
a subset of candidate pairs C ⊆ [n]× [m], such that for any (ra, rb) ∈ C, record ra and rb
are likely to refer to same entity.

Definition 2 (Matching). Given the candidate set C to be matched, matching is to
assign a binary label y ∈ {0, 1} for each record pair (ra, rb) ∈ C, as 1 for match and 0 for
mismatch.

3.2 Serializing

Since PLMs require token sequences as input, a key step is to convert records into token
sequences. The existing serialization methods are primarily designed for structured homo-
geneous data, which are not suitable for generalized entity resolution. Following [8], we
design a serialization method that transforms original structured or semi-structured data
into token sequences while preserving the structural information.

Relational data: For relational data, each record take the form r = {attri, vali},
where attri is the attribute name and vali is the attribute value. The serialization method
is illustrated as follows:

serialize (r) : [COL] attr1 [VAL] val1 · · · [COL] attrn [VAL] valn

where [COL] and [VAL] are two special tokens indicating the start of attribute names and
values respectively.
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Semi-structured data: The semi-structured data is serialized in a similar way. Spe-
cially, (i) For nested attributes, we recursively add [COL] and [VAL] along with the at-
tribute names and values for each level of nests. (ii) For attribute value containing a list,
we concatenate the elements in the list into a space-separated string.

Textual data: Textual data is sequence originally, so it can be feed directly to PLMs.

4 Method

In this section, we introduce the proposed model, PromptER. We present the overall
framework of the model in Section 4.1, followed by detailed explanations of the techniques
used for prompt embedding and contrastive learning in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. In Sections
4.4 and 4.5, we describe the process of blocking and matching.

4.1 Framework

An illustration of the PomptER framework is shown in Figure 2. PromptER starts with
step 1 and the prompt embedding method is applied to generate representation for each
record. During step 2 of the contrastive pretraining process, the embedding model parame-
ters are updated to enable the generated representation to capture the semantic similarity
between records. In step 3, we use K nearest neighbor search (KNN) method for blocking
to get the candidate matching set C. Finally, step 4 uses the labeled data to train the
matcher, and the trained matcher is applied for inference.
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Fig. 2. The overall framework of PromptER.

4.2 Prompt Based Record Embedding

Motivated by [24], we propose a prompt based method to obtain record embedding. By
reformulating the sentence embedding task as the mask language task, we can effectively
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use original BERT layers by leveraging the large-scale knowledge and avoid [CLS] embed-
ding bias. We explore the way to implement prompt based record embedding by solving
the following two problem: 1) how to represent records with the prompt, and 2) how to
find a proper prompt for record embedding.

Represent Record with the Prompt: By constructing prompt templates, we convert
the original input xorigin := serialize (r) into xprompt := serialize (r) is [MASK]. Then
xprompt is feed to PLM to get the token sequence embedding:

PLM (xprompt ) = {h[CLS], hw1 , . . . ,hwn︸ ︷︷ ︸
serialize(r)

,his, h[MASK]} (1)

The hidden vector of [MASK] token is chosen as record representation hr:

hr = h[MASK] (2)

Prompt Search: The major challenge for prompt-based embedding is to find templates,
because different templates have a huge impact on the performance of the model. To obtain
proper template, we propose a two-stage template construction method. The first stage
is manual template construction and the second stage is continuous tuning of the manual
template.

In the first stage, as show in Figure 3, we divide the template into two parts: 1)
relationship tokens, which indicates the relationship between the serialized record xorigin
and [MASK] token and 2) prefix tokens, which modifies xorigin. Then, we greedily search
for the combination of relational and prefix tokens, which achieve the highest F1-score on
the validation set, as the final template.

Number Relationship tokens

R1 serialize(e) [MASK]

R2 serialize(e) is [MASK]

R3 serialize(e) means [MASK]

Number Prefix tokens

P1 This serialize(e)

P2 This record serialize(e)

P3 This tuple serialize(e)

Combination Final prompt templates F1-score

P1,R1 This serialize(e) [MASK] 0.78

P2,R2 This record serialize(e) is [MASK] 0.93

P3,R3 This record serialize(e) means [MASK] 0.91

… … …

Fig. 3. Greedy searching for prompt templates combination. The F1-score is the result on the validation
set of the SEMI-REL dataset.

In the second stage, following the setting of OptiPrompt [25], the continuous prompt
is initialized with the manually constructed prompt, where the static embeddings of the
continuous prompt are equivalent to that of the manual template. In the next step, we keep
all other parameters of the model fixed and optimize the continuous template through con-
trastive pre-training. In this process, only the static embedding of the continuous template
is updated. Then the trained continuous template is applied for downstream tasks.
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4.3 Contrastive Pre-training

The contrastive pre-training is to learn the similarity-aware record representations of all
entity entries from the two input tables. When the model already captures entity similarity,
it can be used for downstream blocking and matching tasks. The overall architecture of
contrastive pre-training is shown in Figure 4.
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Fig. 4. Contrastive pre-training learns similarity-aware representations by connecting matching records
(e.g., hAaug and hA′aug ) and separating mismatching records (e.g., hAaug and hBaug ).

In the first step, we use the sampling strategy depicted in Section 4.3 to select a batch
Bi of record pairs (ri, ri′), where i ∈ [1, |Bi|] and |Bi| is the batch size. Following this,
we apply the data augmentation method proposed in Section 4.3 to each record pair in
batch Bi. The prompt-based embedding method maps each augmented record Aaug to a
representation: haug = prompt (Aaug). Afterward, the embedding model parameters are
updated by optimizing the contrastive loss:

Lcontrast =
1

|Bi|
∑
i∈Bi

1

|Pi|
∑
p∈Pi

− log
exp (sim (hi · hp) /τ)∑

b∈Bi\hi
exp (sim (hi · hb) /τ)

(3)

Here, sim is cosine similarity function. τ is the temperature hyperparameter in the range
(0, 1]. For each record, the numerator calculates the similarity between the current record
and its matching record, while the denominator computes the similarity between the cur-
rent record and all other records in the same batch. The contrastive loss is the sum of all
records calculation results within this batch.

Sampling Strategy: Supervised contrastive learning requires that all records that refer
to the same real-world entity share the same identifier. Typically, entity matching datasets
do not provide identifiers for records, but rather label a subset of record pairs from different
sources as matching or mismatching. For contrastive pre-training, we need to label such
identifier for each record. For this labelling, we build a correspondence graph similar with
SupCon [12]. The vertices of this graph are the records and the edges connect matching
records. We then label a unique identifier to each connected component of the vertices in
the graph so that matching records share the same identifier.
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The labelling approach mentioned above can result in inter-label noise, as we only
have knowledge of a subset of matches between sources and some records that are actu-
ally matches may be assigned different labels. In the training process, this will result in
treating these unlabeled matching records as non-matching records if they appear in the
same batch. This inter-source noise can seriously affect the quality of the learned record
representations as the matched records are not embedded into a close-by location.

To alleviate this problem, source-aware sampling is applied [12]. Rather than generating
a single training dataset that includes all the records and their labels, we create a separate
training dataset for each input data source A or B. Each training dataset contains all
records from the corresponding source and only records from the other source which share
the same identifier with a record in the current source. To illustrate, the training dataset
A includes all the records from dataset A and all the records from dataset B that share
an identifier with a record in dataset A.

Once the training dataset for each data source is built, in each sampling step, we
randomly choose a dataset to sample records into a batch. Within each batch, records
with the same identifier form matching pairs, while records with different identifiers form
mismatching pairs. When data sources A and B themselves do not contain any duplicates,
this sampling process can completely eliminate inter-source noise.

Prompt Based Data Augmentation: In contrastive learning, data augmentation can
provide diverse representations of the same entity, thereby enhancing the model’s ro-
bustness. Traditional data augmentation methods, such as word deletion, reordering, and
substitution, distort the original content of the record, which make the assigned label no
longer correct. For example, dropping the ”ti” from the string ”RTX 3090 ti”, changes the
original entity to a different one and the raw label may be incorrect.

To address this issue, we propose a simple yet effective data augmentation method.
We use different templates to represent the description of the same entity as different
points of view without changing the record itself. For example, one record in a pair is
wrapped using template [this entity: serialize(r) is [MASK]] to obtain representation
hr = h[MASK], while the other record is wrapped using template [information of this entity
is serialize(r′), this entity is [MASK]] to obtain representation hr′ = h[MASK]. Then,
during the training process, the two representations hr and hr′ are pulling closer in the
embedding space.

Evaluation Method: The contrastive pre-training continuous pulling together represen-
tations of the same entity and pushing apart representations of different entities. However,
it is unknown to us what distance is appropriate for downstream matching and blocking
tasks. In other words, we do not know when to stop contrastive pre-training. SupCon
[12] and Block-SCL [26] treat the contrastive pre-training epochs as a hyperparameter,
and determine it through manual setting or grid search. This approach requires additional
searching and training time and is susceptible to overfitting. To solve this problem, we pro-
pose a validation method to determine the optimal number of training steps. A detailed
explanation of this method is provided below:

When training the embedding model for the predetermined number of steps, we use
it to convert the labeled record pairs in the train set into representations: (h1, h2), and
combine them as (h1, h2, |h1 − h2|, h1 ∗ h2). Afterwards, the combined representations are
applied to train a binary classifier using cross-entropy loss. Next, we follow the same
procedures as described above to encode all record pairs in the validation set and utilize
the trained classifier to make matching and mis-matching decisions. The F1-score on the
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validation set is selected as the evaluation metric. Finally, an early stopping strategy is
employed, where pre-training is stopped when the F1-score on the validation set ceases to
improve.

4.4 Entity Blocking and Entity Matching

Entity Blocking: After contrastive pre-training, the embedding model is able to capture
similarity among records. The K-nearest neighbor (KNN) search method can then be
utilized to generate a candidate set of matching record pairs. We use the embedding
model to convert all records in data sources A = {a1, a2, · · · an} and B = {b1, b2, · · · bn} to
representations set HA = {ha1 , ha2 , · · ·han} and HB = {hb1 , hb2 , · · ·hbn}. For each record
representation hai in HA, we calculate the cosine similarity with all representations in
HB. Then, we select the top K records in data source B with the highest cosine similarity
to form candidate matching pairs. Those K pairs (ai, bj) where ai ∈ A, bj ∈ B will be
included in the candidate set.

Entity Matching: In the matching stage, we add a classification head on top of the
embedding model to return a binary label indicating whether the pair of records is a
match or a mismatch. The classification head consists of a dropout layer and a linear layer,
and takes the combination of the records pair representations (h1, h2, |h1 − h2|, h1 ∗ h2)
as input. During training, the parameters of the embedding model are frozen, and the
classification head is tuned using the binary cross-entropy loss.

5 Experiments

In this section, we evaluate the performance of PromptER on generalized entity resolution
dataset Machamp [8]. Compared to the state-of-the-art ER methods, PromptER achieves
significant performance improvements on both the blocking and matching tasks using a
single model. We first discuss the experiment setup in Section 5.1, then present the blocking
and matching results in Section 5.2. Finally, we present an ablation study to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed prompt-based embedding in several aspects in Section
5.3.

5.1 Experimental Setup

Datasets: We use seven real-world benchmark datasets with different structures from
Machamp [8]. The statistics of datasets are summarized in Table 1. Each dataset contains
two data sources, which can be in one of the three formats: relational data (REL), semi-
structured data (SEMI) and textual data (TEXT). When they are of the same format,
they can have a homogeneous (HOMO) or heterogeneous (HETER) schema. The labeled
ground truth dataset provides matching and mismatching record pairs from two data
sources, and is divided into training, validation, and testing sets in a ratio of 3:1:1.

Baseline Methods: We compare PromptER with six SOTA deep learning based ER
methods. The models used for comparison can be divided into two categories. One is
independent representation models, including DeepER, SentenceBert and SupCon. The
other is interdependent representation models, including DeepMatcher and Ditto. The
independent representation models can be used for blocking and matching at the same
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Table 1. Statistics of the Machamp Datasets. ”#row” denotes the number of records, and ”#attr” denotes
the average attribute number. ”%POS” is the matching record pairs rate in the train, valid and test dataset.

Datasets
Left Table Right Table Labeled Examples
#row #attr #row #attr Train Valid Test %POS

REL-HETER 534 6.00 332 7.00 567 190 189 11.63%
SEMI-HOMO 2616 8.65 64263 7.34 17223 5742 5742 18.63%
SEMI-HETER 22133 12.28 23264 12.03 1240 414 414 38.20%
SEMI-REL 29180 8.00 32823 13.81 1309 437 437 41.64%

SEMI-TEXT-w 9234 10.00 20897 1.00 12538 4180 4179 11.80%
SEMI-TEXT-c 20897 10.00 20897 1.00 12538 4180 4179 14.07%
REL-TEXT 2616 1.00 2295 6.00 7417 2473 2473 17.96%

time, while interdependent representation models require an additional blocking step. The
details of the baseline models are described as follows:

DeepER [22] first uses a bi-directional Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model to
convert records into representations. Then, it calculates the similarity vectors between
representations using methods such as cosine similarity, vector difference (subtracting),
and Hadamard product (multiplying). Finally, a multi-layer neural network is used to
perform binary classification based on the similarity vectors.

SentenceBert [27] proposes a siamese architecture for PLMs to perform sentence
matching tasks. It first encodes two sentences separately using the same encoder and
then concatenates the two representations and a vector generated from an element-wise
operation between them as the output for prediction.

SupCon [12] also leverages PLMs for record representations and incorporates a con-
trastive pre-training process. SupCon has demonstrated the effectiveness of contrastive
pre-training in entity resolution tasks and has achieved the best results among many en-
tity resolution datasets. Therefore, we consider it a strong baseline for comparison.

DeepMatcher [6] utilizes Siamese recurrent neural (RNN) networks as the basic struc-
ture to aggregate the attribute values, and then uses the attention mechanism to compare
the embeddings of the attributes. After that, it uses a two layer fully-connected ReLU
HighwayNet followed by a softmax layer to implement the classifier.

Ditto [2] combines the PLMs with data augmentation techniques for entity matching.
By leveraging the power of PLMs and data augmentation methods, it has achieved leading
performance in many entity resolution benchmark tasks.

Implementation Details: We implement PromptER in PyTorch and the Transformers
library. We use Roberta-base as the backbone structure for matching and blocking result
reports. In all experiments for PromptER, the max sequence length is set to 256, the
learning rate is set to 1e-5, and the batch size is set to 24. For contrastive pre-training,
we train using AdamW optimizer for 20 epochs, while applying the proposed evaluation
strategy at each epoch to determine when to stop the pre-training process. In the training
of classifier, the epoch is set to 10 and the model with the highest F1-score in validation
dataset is selected for evaluation. Each model is trained three times and we report the
average results.

Evaluation Metrics: For entity macthing evaluation, we employ three widely-used clas-
sification metrics, namely, precision (P), recall (R), F1-score (F), and report the final result
on the test dataset.
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For entity blocking evaluation, following [21], we use the recall (R) and candidate set
size ratio (CSSR) metrics. Assuming C be the candidate set as the output of blocking on
two tables A and B, and let G be the set of true matches between A and B. Then recall
is measured as |G ∩ C|/|G|, and candidate set size ratio is measured as |C|/|A × B|. As
we use the K nearest neighbors blocking method, the CSSR is proportional to K. For
convenience, we report the value of K instead of CSSR. Ideally, we want high recall and
small K value.

5.2 Entity Matching Results

The results of comparing with state-of-the-art methods are shown in Table 2. In 5 of 7
datasets, our method achieves the best results. On the other 2 datasets, our method also
achieves the second-best results. Among all the independent representation models, our
model is consistently the best. Except for the SEMI-TEXT-w and REL-TEXT datasets,
our proposed method outperforms interdependent representation models such as Deep-
Matcher and Ditto.

Table 2. F1-score results on the test set of each dataset. The results marked with * are taken from [8].
Bold denotes the best performing results and underlined the second best.

Datasets
DeepER* SentenceBert SupCon DeepMatcher* Ditto* PromptER
P R F P R F P R F P R F P R F P R F

REL-HETER 100 73.3 87.2 75.0 95.5 84.0 100 81.8 90.0 100 87.9 93.6 100 100 100 100 100 100
SEMI-HOMO 89.4 85.8 87.5 93.6 92.6 93.1 93.8 90.5 92.1 89.0 83.2 86.1 94.7 91.6 93.1 89.5 97.5 93.3
SEMI-HETER 61.7 18.2 28.2 29.3 27.0 28.1 55.5 69.8 61.8 35.8 24.5 29.1 84.6 48.4 61.6 97.3 46.5 64.0
SEMI-REL 49.0 39.2 43.6 54.4 63.9 58.8 77.2 81.4 79.3 50.9 64.1 56.7 95.8 86.9 91.1 88.8 95.6 92.1

SEMI-TEXT-c 75.6 31.1 44.2 66.7 58.2 62.2 84.3 75.5 79.7 80.2 29.1 42.7 82.2 81.3 81.8 81.8 76.9 82.1
SEMI-TEXT-w 75.9 26.1 38.8 35.5 28.9 31.9 33.7 59.7 43.1 80.2 29.1 42.7 63.6 66.3 64.9 46.5 47.4 46.9
REL-TEXT 72.7 41.6 52.9 57.6 44.1 50.0 66.4 42.3 51.7 78.4 40.4 53.4 65.6 60.1 62.7 67 49.8 57.1

For REL-HETER dataset, both sides of the data consist of relationship tables, making
the data relatively clean and containing explicit information for matching decisions. As a
result, all models perform well on this dataset. DeepMatcher and Ditto, as interdependent
representation models, perform better than independent representation models due to their
fine-grained comparison of characters between tuples. However, our proposed PromptER
can bridge this gap and achieve 100% F1-score.

For SEMI-HOMO and SEMI-HETER datasets, the two contrastive learning based
models, SupCon and PromptER, achieve the best results. Our proposed prompt embedding
and prompt augmentation methods reduce the bias of pre-trained language models in
record representation, resulting in an improvement of 1.2% and 3.2% F1-score respectively
over the SupCon baseline.

For SEMI-REL and SEMI-TEXT-c datasets, Ditto performs better than SupCon, espe-
cially on the SEMI-REL dataset where Ditto leads by 11.8% in F1 score. While PromptER
outperforms Ditto on these two datasets, demonstrating that PromptER performs more
stable than SupCon on various datasets.

For the SEMI-TEXT-w and REL-TEXT datasets, Ditto achieves the best performance,
while SupCon and PromptER perform relatively poorly. This is because the input records
pairs contain long texts, which are relatively ”dirty” as they contain a lot of informa-
tion that is irrelevant to the matching decision. This information also participates in the
representation process and dilutes the record embedding. But SupCon and PromptER
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heavily rely on the comparison between record embeddings, which results in a decrease in
performance.

5.3 Entity Blocking Results

We compare the blocking performance of PromptER with two other PLM based blocking
methods including SentenceBert and SupCon, and the results are shown in Figure 5. The
x-axis is the K value which represents the candidate set size ratio while the y-axis shows
the recall. We do not report the results on the REL-HETER dataset because the task is
relatively simple, and when K equals 1, the recall of all the three methods already reaches
100%.
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Fig. 5. The blocking performance comparison of PromptER, SupCon and SentenceBert.

All the plots in Figure 5 show that as K increases, both recall and candidate set
size ratio increase. Ideally, we want high recall and small candidate set ratio. From this
perspective, PromptER outperforms SupCon and SentenceBert on all six datasets, as it
achieves higher recall with a smaller K value. For the SEMI-HOMO, SEMI-HETER, and
SEMI-REL datasets, PromptER demonstrates strong blocking ability by achieving a recall
rate over 90% with a small K value of 5. Especially on the SEMI-REL dataset, PromptER
surpasses SupCon by 15% to 20% in recall rate from k=5 to k=20. Although in SEMI-
TEXT-c/w and REL-TEXT datasets, suffering from the same “dirty” text problem, the
PromptER still performs better than SupCon and SentenceBert. This result demonstrates
that PromptER is more robustness to noise input.

5.4 Ablation Studies

To further demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed prompt embedding method, we
conduct ablation experiments between PromptER and baseline models. These experiments
include evaluating the performance of prompt embedding on different PLMs, analyzing the
impact of prompt embedding on the distribution of record representations and assessing
the influence of prompt embedding on the convergence speed.
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The performance of prompt embedding on different PLMs: In this experiment, we
use a baseline model that encodes records using [CLS] embedding instead of the proposed
prompt embedding method. Except for the embedding method, the baseline model has the
same model structure, sampling method, and hyperparameters as PromptER. Especially,
to demonstrate the ability of prompt embedding to different PLMs, we chose Bert and
Roberta separately as the backbone networks and report the F1-value improvement.

Table 3. The influence of Prompt embedding for different PLMs. The results are F1-score on the test set
of each dataset.

Datasets
Bert-base-uncased Roberta-base

Baseline PromptER Baseline PromptER

REL-HETER 52.4 87.2(+34.8) 89.3 100(+10.7)
SEMI-HOMO 89.2 92.4(+3.2) 92.2 93.3(+1.1)
SEMI-HETER 24.6 59.0(+34.4) 62.1 64.0(+1.9)
SEMI-REL 82.7 86.0(+3.3) 81.2 92.1(+10.9)

SEMI-TEXT-c 68.2 77.6(+9.4) 79.6 82.1(+2.5)
SEMI-TEXT-w 37.3 39.7(+2.4) 42.8 46.9(+4.1)
REL-TEXT 46.4 57.5(+11.1) 50.3 57.1(+6.8)

From the results shown in Table 3, it can be observed that prompt embedding sig-
nificantly improves the performance of both BERT-based and RoBERTa-based models.
The improvement range for BERT-based models is between 2.4% to 34.8%, with an aver-
age improvement of 14.2%. For RoBERTa-based models, the improvement ranges between
1.1% to 10.9%, with an average improvement of 5.4%. The experiment results show that
our proposed prompt embedding can obtain high quality record embedding and effectively
improve the performance of PLMs.

The influence of prompt embedding for records similarity distribution: In order
to further investigate the influence of prompt embedding on record representation, we
plot the cosine similarity distribution of record embedding for SentenceBert, SupCon and
PromptER. As is shown in Figure 6, The representation of SentenceBert shows high cosine
similarity between both matching and mismatching record pairs. SupCon reduces the
similarity between mismatching record pairs but also sacrifices the similarity between
matching records. PromptER, on the other hand, decreases the similarity between records
of different entities while maintaining high similarity between records of the same entity.
This demonstrates that prompt embedding is better to distinguish between matching
and mismatching records, resulting in better performance in entity matching and entity
blocking tasks.

The influence of prompt embedding on convergence speed: For the training effi-
ciency, we compare the number of training steps required for PromptER and baseline to
reach convergence. The baseline model has the same model structure, sampling method,
and hyperparameters as PromptER, but directly using the [CLS] embedding. Accord-
ing to Figure 7, PromptER converges much faster than baseline. On the SEMI-HETER,
SEMI-REL, and REL-HETER datasets, PromptER reaches convergence after only 100
to 200 training steps, while baseline requires over 500 steps. On other datasets including
REL-TEXT, SEMI-HOMO and SEMI-TEXT, PromptER also requires significantly fewer
training steps to reach convergence compared to baseline. The above results indicate that
our model requires less training time and thus reduce the time cost of model training.
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Fig. 6. The distribution of Cosine Similarity between matching and mismatching record pairs on the SEMI-
REL dataset for SentenceBert, SupCon, and PromptER.
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Fig. 7. The convergency speed comparison.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we tackle the efficiency and effectiveness conflict problem of generalized
entity resolution through our proposed PromptER model. PromptER introduces prompt
embedding for records representation, which can better utilize original PLM layers by
leveraging the large-scale pretraining knowledge and avoid embedding bias. To further
improve model performance, we design the prompt-based data augmentation method to
avoid the damage to the original input caused by traditional data augmentation meth-
ods. Additionally, we propose a new evaluation method for contrastive pre-training that
eliminates the extra time cost and overfitting issues associated with manually specifying
pre-training steps.

In the experiments section, we compare PromptER with the current state-of-the-art
entity matching and blocking methods. In most cases, PromptER outperforms these meth-
ods, achieving superior results. The ablation experiment demonstrates the effectiveness of
prompt embedding for various PLMs. It also shows that prompt embedding is able to learn
more discriminative records representation and significantly reduce the training time for
convergency.

In future research, we plan to explore more effective methods for automated prompt
template generation, such as using T5 to generate templates. Some existing research has
shown that the selection of negative samples can have a significant impact on the effective-
ness of contrastive learning. Therefore, in future work, we will also focus on the selection
of positive and negative samples for each batch.
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